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Abstract
Under smooth assumptions and notably the Isaacs’s condition on the Hamiltonian, we prove
the existence of a saddle-point for the \mixed" zero-sum stochastic dierential game with payo
J (u; ; v; ) = E(u; v)
Z ^
0
f(s; X; us; vs) ds+ S1[6; <T ] + U1[<] + 1[^=T ]

:
The main tool is the notion of double barrier reected backward SDEs. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The notion of nonlinear backward stochastic dierential equation (BSDE) was in-
troduced by Pardoux and Peng (1990), who proved the existence and uniqueness of
adapted solutions under suitable assumptions. Recently, El-Karoui et al. (1997), then
Cvitanic and Karatzas (1996) generalized respectively these results to BSDEs with
reection at one barrier and two barriers (upper and lower).
In our previous papers (Hamadene and Lepeltier, 1995a,b), the technique of
\ordinary" BSDEs allowed us to solve, under the Isaacs’s condition, the existence
of a saddle point for the zero-sum stochastic dierential game with payo
J (u; v) = E(u; v)
Z T
0
f(s; X; us; vs)ds+ g(XT )

:
In these papers, we characterized the value of the game as the initial value of the
unique solution of a BSDE; then using the comparison theorem between solutions of
BSDEs, we got the result. By the same technique, we obtained very easily the results
for the optimal stochastic control of diusions already obtained by Davis (1973) (see
also El-Karoui (1979)), using martingale methods.
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In this work, we consider the problem of nonanticipative \mixed" zero-sum stochastic
dierential game with payo
J (u; ; v; ) = E(u; v)
Z ^
0
f(s; X; us; vs) ds+ S1[6; <T ] + U1[<]
+1[^=T ]

;
where the rst (resp. second) player chooses a pair (u; ) (resp. (v; )) of continuous
control and stopping time, and looks for minimizing (resp. maximizing) this payo; X
is the dynamic of the controlled system. Our aim is to nd a pair of strategies (u^; ^) and
(v^; ^) of the rst and second player respectively such that J (u^; ^; v; )6J (u^; ^; v^; ^)6
J (u; ; v^; ^) for any (u; ) and (v; ); (u^; ^; v^; ^) is called a saddle-point for the game.
In comparison with the classical game problem, the one that we consider here is of
mixed type since the controllers have two actions: continuous control and stopping.
The Markovian version of this problem has been considered by Bensoussan and Lions
(1979). Using an approach linked to variational inequalities they show the existence
of a saddle-point for the game. This approach cannot be applied in our framework.
For the resolution of this nonanticipative mixed game problem we use double barrier
reected BSDEs. Namely we show that if (u(t; X; p); v(t; X; p)) is a saddle-point of
the Hamiltonian H associated with the game, and if (Y; Z; K+; K−) is the solution of
the BSDE reected in U (upper) and S (lower) and whose coecient and terminal
value are respectively H (t; X; p; u(t; p); v(t; p)) and , i.e.,
Yt = +
Z T
t
H (s; Zs; u(s; Zs); v(s; Z)) ds
+K+T − K+t − (K−T − K−t )−
Z T
t
Zs dBs; t6T;
then (u(t; X; Zt); ), (v(t; X; Zt); ), where  = infft>0; Yt = Stg ^ T and  =
infft>0; Yt=Utg^T , is a saddle-point for the game. As far as we know this problem
has been neither considered nor solved.
This paper is divided into two parts. In the rst part, we generalize the result of
Cvitanic and Karatzas (1996) on reected BSDEs with continuous barriers to discon-
tinuous barriers. More precisely, we show the existence and uniqueness of a solution
(Y; Z; K+; K−) for such an equation when the lower (resp. upper) barrier process S
(resp. U ) is merely right continuous and left upper (resp. lower) semicontinuous. In
the second part, we deal with application of the results of the rst one for solving the
nonanticipative mixed game problem when the Isaacs’s assumption on the Hamiltonian
is fullled.
Finally, we specify that we do not use any comparison theorem about BSDEs. In
our previous paper also (Hamadene and Lepeltier, 1995a,b), this simple method could
have been applied.
Assumptions. In the following (Bt)t6T is a standard m-dimensional Brownian motion,
dened on a probability space (
;F; P); let (Ft)t6T be the natural ltration of B,
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where F0 contains all P-null sets of F, and let P be the -algebra of progressively
measurable subsets of [0; T ] 
.
On the other hand, for k>1, let H 2(Rk) be the set of P-measurable processes
V = (Vt)t6T dened on [0; T ] 
 and Rk -valued such that E[
R T
0 jVsj2 ds]<1.
2. Reected BSDEs with discontinuous barriers
In this section, we are interested in the existence and uniqueness of a solution for
the reected backward stochastic dierential equation with two discontinuous barriers.
For this we are given
(i) a map f from [0; T ] 
  R Rm onto R which satises
(a) 8 (y; z) 2 R Rm, (t; !) 7! f(t; !; y; z) is P-progressively measurable.
(b) E[
R T
0 f
2(t; 0; 0) dt]<1.
(c) f is Lipschitz continuous in (y; z) uniformly in (t; !), i.e., there exists a
constant C> 0 such that P-a.s, jf(t; !; y; z)−f(t; !; y0; z0)j6C(jy−y0j+ jz− z0j), for
any t 2 [0; T ] and (y; z), (y0; z0) 2 R1+m.
(ii) two processes S = (St)t6T and U = (Ut)t6T which are P-measurable and right
continuous, moreover S and −U are left upper semicontinuous and satisfy E[supt6T
(S+t + U
−
t )2]<1.
(iii) A random variable  which belongs to L2(
;FT ;R) such that UT>>ST ,
P-a.s.
A solution for the reected BSDE with two barriers, a lower S and upper U , is a
P-measurable process (Y; Z; K+; K−) with values in R1+m+1+1 such that
Yt = +
Z T
t
f(s; Ys; Zs) ds+ K+T − K+t − (K−T − K−t )−
Z T
t
Zs dBs; t6T: (1)
Moreover
(i) Y is continuous and E[supt6TY
2
t ]<1; Z 2 H 2(Rm).
(ii) Ut>Yt>St; 8t6T
(iii) K+ and K− are nondecreasing continuous processes which satisfy K+0 = K
−
0 = 0,
E[K+2T + K
−2
T ]<1,
R T
0 (Yt − St) dK+t = 0 and
R T
0 (Ut − Yt) dK−t = 0.
We begin by giving a result on the Snell envelope operator which will be useful later
for solving our problem. However for a complete development on the Snell envelope
theory one can refer to the work of El-Karoui (1979).
Let  be a right continuous, Ft-adapted and R-valued process such that (T )>0
and E[supt6T (t _ 0)2]<1. The Snell envelope of , which we denote R(), is the
Ft-adapted process such that for any t6T , R()t = ess sup2Tt E[jFt] where Tt is
the set of all Ft-stopping times  such that t66T , a.s. It is also well-known that
R() is the smallest nonnegative right continuous with left limits (RCLL in short)
Ft-supermartingale which dominates the process .
Lemma 1. Assume; moreover; that  is left upper semicontinuous then R() is a
continuous process and of class [D]; i.e. the set of random variables fR();  2T0g
is uniformly integrable.
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Proof. For any t6T , 06R()t6E[sups6T (s _ 0)2jFt]. Hence, through the Doob’s
inequality, we have E[supt6TR()
2
t ]<1 and then R() is of class [D]. Hence, ac-
cording to the Doob{Meyer decomposition (Dellacherie and Meyer, 1980) there exist
a unique martingale M and a nondecreasing predictable process K ( K0 = 0) such that
R() =M − K . Moreover, the jumping times of K are included in fR()− = g where
R()− is the left continuous version of R() and 
t
=lim sups%%ts; t6T (El-Karoui,
1979).
Now let us show that R() is continuous. The martingale M is obviously continu-
ous since (Ft)t6T is a Brownian ltration. On the other hand, if  is a predictable stop-
ping time then E[R()− 1[ K>0]] =E[1[ K>0]]6E[
p1[ K>0]] =E[1[ K>0]]6
E[R()1[ K>0]] where
p is the predictable projection of ; the rst inequality is
true since  is left u.s.c. It follows that E[R()−]=E[R()] for any predictable stop-
ping time  and then R() is a regular supermartingale (Dellacherie, 1972, p.119),
whence K is continuous and then R() is so.
Now let g 2 H 2(R) and let us set, for t6T , St := St1[t<T ] + 1[t=T ] and Ut :=
Ut1[t<T ] + 1[t=T ], nally let 2c be the space of continuous real nonnegative Ft-
supermartingales M := (Mt)t6T such that E[supt6TM
2
t ]<1.
The following result is an important step in the proof of the existence of a solution
for the double barrier reected BSDE (1) associated with (g; ; S; U ).
Proposition 2. Let us assume that
(H1) there exist two supermartingales h and  of 2c such that P-a:s:; 8t6T , ~St :=
St − Nt6ht − t + E[jFt]6 ~Ut = Ut − Nt; P-a:s where Nt :=E[
R T
t g(s) ds+ jFt],
(H2) 8t6T; Lt <Ut; P-a:s.
then there exists a unique solution (Y; Z; K+; K−) for the double barrier reected
BSDE associated with (g; ; L; U ); i.e.
(a) Yt = +
R T
t g(s) ds+ K
+
T − K+t − (K−T − K−t )−
R T
t Zs dBs; t6T .
(b) The processes Y; Z; K+ and K− satisfy the properties (i){(iii) above.
Proof. Basically, as in Cvitanic and Karatzas (1996), the proof consists in proving
the existence of two supermartingales Z+ and Z− such that Z+ = R(Z− + ~S) and
Z− = R(Z+ − ~U ). Since the barriers S and U are not continuous, the main diculty
is to prove that Z+ and Z− are continuous.
First let us notice that the processes ~S and − ~U are right continuous and left upper
semicontinuous and satisfy E[supt6Tf ~S
+
t + (− ~Ut)+g2]<1.
Step 1: There exist two continuous nonnegative Ft-supermartingales on [0; T ]; Z+
and Z− such that Z+ = R(Z− + ~S) and Z− = R(Z+ − ~U ).
For t6T , let Ht := ht + E[
R T
t g
−(u) dujFt] and t = t + E[
R T
t g
+(u) dujFt] where
g+(u) = g(u) _ 0 and g−(u) = (−g(u)) _ 0. The processes H and  are contin-
uous nonnegative Ft-supermartingales which satisfy E[supt6TfH 2t + 2t g]<1 and
8t6T; ~St6Ht −t6 ~Ut .
Now let (Z+n ) and (Z
−
n ) be two sequences of processes such that Z
+
0 = Z
−
0 = 0 and
for any n>0; Z+n+1 = R(Z
−
n + ~S) and Z
−
n+1 = R(Z
+
n − ~U ).
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(a) For any n>0; Z+n and Z
−
n are dened and 06Z
+
n (t)6Ht and 06Z
−
n (t)6t;
8t6T .
We give the proof by induction. For n= 0 the property holds. Suppose that it also
holds for some n and let us show that it holds for n+ 1.
Since 06Z−n (t)6t then ~St6Z
−
n (t) + ~St6t + ~St6Ht and Z
−
n (T ) + ~ST>0 it
follows, according to Lemma 1, that Z+n+1 is dened and H>Z
+
n+1>0. In the same
way, working with Z+n instead of Z
−
n , we show that Z
−
n+1 is dened and 06Z
−
n+16.
(b) For any n>0; Z+n and Z
−
n are continuous processes.
Here also we give the proof by induction. For n=0 the property holds. Suppose that
for some n the processes Z+n and Z
−
n are continuous. Since the processes ~S and − ~U
are right continuous and left upper semicontinuous then Z−n + ~S and Z
+
n − ~U are so.
Hence, the Snell envelopes of Z−n + ~S and Z
+
n − ~U are also continuous (Lemma 1),
whence we obtain the continuity of Z−n+1 and Z
+
n+1.
(c) For any n>0; Z+n 6Z
+
n+1 and Z
−
n 6Z
−
n+1.
Once again we give the proof by induction. For n= 0 the property holds. Suppose
that for some n we have Z+n−16Z
+
n and Z
−
n−16Z
−
n . It follows that Z
+
n−1− ~U6Z+n − ~U
and Z−n−1 + ~S6Z
−
n + ~S which yields Z
−
n = R(Z
+
n−1 − ~U )6R(Z+n − ~U ) = Z−n+1 and
Z+n = R(Z
−
n−1 + ~S)6R(Z
−
n + ~S) = Z
+
n+1.
(d) Now let Z+ (resp. Z−) be the pointwise increasing limit of (Z+n ) (resp. (Z
−
n )),
i.e. 8t6T; Z+t = lim % Z+n (t) (resp. Z−t = lim % Z−n (t)).
The process Z+ (resp. Z−) has a modication which we still denote Z+ (resp.
Z−) and which is a RCLL Ft-supermartingale (Karatzas-Shreve, 1991, p. 21, Exer-
cise 3:30). On the other hand since 8t6T; St <Ut then the set fS = Ug vanishes;
here St := lim sups%%tSs and Ut := lim sups%%tUs. It follows that, through a result of
Alario-Nazaret (Alario-Nazaret, 1982, p. 39, Proposition 39), the processes Z+ and Z−
are also upper semicontinuous. Hence the processes ~S + Z+ and Z− − ~U are right
continuous and left upper semicontinuous Ft-adapted processes. Thus, their Snell en-
velopes are continuous processes (Lemma 1) whence the continuity of Z+ and Z− is
obtained.
Step 2: The process Z+ (resp. Z−) is a continuous Ft-supermartingale of class
[D] which satises Z+(T ) = 0 (resp. Z−(T ) = 0) since E[supt6T jZ+t j2]<1 (resp.
E[supt6T jZ−t j2]<1) and 8n>0; Z+n (T ) = 0 (resp. Z−n (T ) = 0). Hence there exists
a unique continuous Ft-adapted increasing process K+ (resp. K−) such that K+0 =
0; E[K+T
2]<1 and Z+t = E[K+T jFt] − K+t (resp. K−0 = 0; E[K−2T ]<1 and Z−t =
E[K−T jFt]−K−t ). Moreover we have
R T
0 (Z
+
t −Z−t − ~St) dK+t =
R T
0 (Z
−
t −Z+t + ~Ut) dK−t =0
(see, e.g. El-Karoui, 1979; Karatzas and Cvitanic, 1996).
Now let Yt :=Nt + Z+t − Z−t and let us dene Z 2 H 2(Rm) via,
E

+
Z T
0
g(s) ds+ K+T − K−T jFt

= N0 + E[K+T − K−T ] +
Z t
0
ZsdBs: (2)
So for any t6T ,
Yt +
Z t
0
g(s) ds+ K+t − K−t = E

+
Z T
0
g(s) ds+ K+T − K−T jFt

= Y0 +
Z t
0
Zs dBs: (3)
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But if YT = , then  +
R T
0 g(s) ds + K
+
T − K−T = Y0 +
R T
0 Zs dBs and subtracting (3)
from (2) we obtain
Yt = +
Z T
t
g(s) ds+ K+T − K+t − (K−T − K−t )−
Z T
t
Zs dBs; t6T:
On the other hand it is obvious that the processes Y; Z; K+ and K− satisfy properties
(i){(iii). Hence the processes (Y; Z; K+; K−) are a solution for the double barrier
reected BSDE associated with (g; ; S; U ).
Now let us prove the uniqueness. If (Y 0; Z 0; K 0+; K 0−) is another solution of this
backward equation then, using Ito^’s formula, we obtain,
(Yt − Y 0t )2 +
Z T
t
(Zs − Z 0s)2ds= 2
Z T
t
(Ys − Y 0s )(dKs − dK 0s)
−2
Z T
t
(Ys − Y 0s )(Zs − Z 0s) dBs; t6T; (4)
where K =K+−K− and K 0=K 0+−K 0−. But R t0 (Ys−Y 0s )(Zs−Z 0s)dBs is a martingale
and
R T
t (Ys−Y 0s )(dKs−dK 0s)=
R T
t (Ss−Y 0s ) dK+s −
R T
t (Us−Y 0s ) dK−s −
R T
t (Ys−Ss) dK 0+s +R T
t (Ys−Us) dK 0−s 60. Now taking expectation in (4) we deduce that Y =Y 0 and Z=Z 0
and then K = K 0. Finally, let us show that K+ = K 0+ and K− = K 0−.
For any t6T;
R t
0 (Ys − Ss) dKs =
R t
0 (Ys − Ss) dK 0s ; but
R t
0 (Ys − Ss) dKs = −
R t
0 (Ys −
Ss)dK−s =−
R t
0 (Us − Ss)dK−s . In the same way we have
R t
0 (Ys − Ss) dK 0s =−
R t
0 (Us −
Ss) dK 0
−
s and then
R t
0 (Us − Ss) dK−s =
R t
0 (Us − Ss) dK 0−s ; 8t6T . It follows that
(Ut − St) dK−t = (Ut − St) dK 0−t ; 8t6T and then K− = K 0− since K−0 = K 0−0 = 0 and
St <Ut; 8t6T . In the same way, from
R t
0 (Us − Ys) dKs =
R t
0 (Us − Ys) dK 0s we obtain
K+=K 0+, whence the uniqueness of the solution of the double barrier reected BSDE
associated with (g; ; S; U ).
Theorem 3. Let us assume that (H1) and (H2) are fullled; then the double barrier
reected BSDE (1) has a unique solution (Y; Z; K+; K−).
Proof. Let D be the space of P-measurable processes (Y; Z) with values in R1+m which
satisfy E[supt6TY
2
t +
R T
0 jZsj2 ds]<1 and  a functional from D into itself such that
for any (u; v) 2 D; (u; v)=(Y (u; v); Z (u; v)) where (Y (u; v); Z (u; v); K (u; v);+; K (u; v);−) is the
unique solution of the double barrier reected BSDE associated with (f(t; u; v); ; S; U ).
Let  2 R+; (u0; v0) 2 D and (Y (u0 ; v0); Z (u0 ; v0)) = (u0; v0). Using Ito^’s formula and
taking account of
R T
t e
s(Y (u; v)s −Y (u
0 ; v0)
s )[d(K
(u; v);+
s −K (u
0 ; v0);+
s )−d(K (u; v);−s −Ks)(u0 ; v0);−]
60; 8t6T , we obtain,
et(Y (u; v)t − Y (u
0 ; v0)
t )
2 +
Z T
t
es(Y (u; v)s − Y (u
0 ; v0)
s )
2 ds+
Z T
t
esjZ (u; v)s − Z (u
0 ; v0)
s j2 ds
6
Z T
t
es(Y (u; v)s − Y (u
0 ; v0)
s )(f(s; us; vs)− f(s; u0s; v0s)) ds+Mt; t6T;
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where M is a martingale. Hence for any > 0 we have,
( − 4C)E
Z T
0
es(Y (u; v)s − Y (u
0 ; v0)
s )
2 ds

+ E
Z T
0
esjZ (u; v)s − Z (u
0 ; v0)
s j2 ds

6
2C

E
Z T
0
es((us − u0s)2 + jvs − v0sj2) ds

:
Now if  is large enough and  is such that 2C<< ( − 1)=4C then
E
Z T
0
es[(Y (u; v)s − Y (u
0 ; v0)
s )
2 + jZ (u; v)s − Z (u
0 ; v0)
s j2] ds

6 CE
Z T
0
es[(us − u0s)2 + jvs − v0sj2] ds

with C< 1. It follows that  is a contraction and that it has a unique xed point on
D which is the unique solution of the reected BSDE associated with (f; ; S; U ).
3. The nonanticipative mixed game problem
Now we deal with an application of the double barrier reected BSDEs tool for
solving our stochastic mixed game problem. First let us briey describe the setting of
the considered problem.
Let C be the space of continuous functions from [0; T ] to Rm, endowed with the
uniform convergence norm, and =(ij)i; j=1;m a map from [0; T ]C onto Rmm, the
space of m-dimensional square matrices, such that
(i) for any , a continuous and P-measurable process with values in Rm, the process
ij(t; ) is P-measurable; 16i; j6m;
(ii) for any x 2 C, the matrix (t; x) is invertible and its inverse −1 is bounded;
(iii) there exists a constant C s.t. 8t 2 [0; T ]; x; x0 2 C; jj(t; x)−(t; x0)jj6Cjjx− x0jj
and jj(t; x)jj6C(1 + jjxjj).
These assumptions on  imply that the stochastic dierential equation dXt=(t; X ) dBt;
X0 = x0 2 Rm and t6T , has a unique solution X (Karatzas and Shreve, 1991; Revuz
and Yor, 1994).
Let us consider now a compact metric space U (resp. V ) and U (resp. V) the space
of all P-measurable processes with values in U (resp. V ). Let ’ be a function from
[0; T ] C  U  V into Rm such that
(i) ’ is bounded and the function (t; x; u; v) to which one associates ’(t; x; u; v) is
P⊗B(U  V )-measurable; B(U  V ) is the Borel -algebra on U  V .
(ii) 8t 2 [0; T ] and x 2 C; ’(t; x; : ; :) is continuous on U  V .
For any (u; v) 2 UV we dene a probability P(u; v) on (
;F) by
dP(u; v)
dP
= exp
Z T
0
−1(s; X )’(s; X; us; vs) dBs
− 1
2
Z T
0
j−1(s; X )’(s; X; us; vs)j2 ds

:
So according to Girsanov’s theorem (Karatzas and Shreve (1991); Revuz and Yor (1994)),
for any (u; v) 2 U  V, the process B(u; v) := (Bt −
R t
0 
−1(s; X )’(s; X; us; vs)ds)t6T
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is a Brownian motion on (
;F; P(u; v)) and X is a weak solution of the following
ordinary SDE:
dXt = ’(t; X; ut ; vt) dt + (t; X ) dB
(u; v)
t ; t6T and X0 = x:
Suppose now that we have a system, whose evolution is described by X , which has
an eect on the wealths of two controllers C1 and C2. On their part, the controllers
have no inuence on the system and they act so as to protect their advantages, which
are antagonistic, by means of u 2 U for C1 and v 2 V for C2 via the probability
P(u; v). The couple (u; v) 2 UV is called an admissible control for the game. Both
have also the possibility to stop controlling at  for C1 and  for C2;  and  are
elements of T0. In such a case the game stops. The controlling action is not free and
it corresponds to the actions of C1 and C2 a payo whose expression is
J (u; ; v; )=E(u; v)
Z ^
0
c(s; X; us; vs) ds+S1[6; <T ]+U1[<]+1[^=T ]

where S; U and  are those of the previous sections and c(t; x; u; v) is a bounded function
dened on [0; T ] C  U  V with values in R, which satises the same hypotheses
(i){(ii) as ’. The action of C1 (resp. C2) is to minimize (resp. maximize) the payo
J (u; ; v; ) whose terms can be understood as:
(i) c(t; X; u; v) is the instantaneous reward (resp. cost) for C2 (resp. C1).
(ii) U is the cost (resp. reward) for C1 (resp. C2) if C1 decides to stop rst the
game.
(iii) S is the reward (resp. cost) for C2 (resp. C1) if C2 decides to stop rst the
game.
The problem is to nd a saddle-point strategy (one should say a fair strategy) for the
controllers i.e. a strategy (u^; ^; v^; ^) such that J (u^; ^; v; )6J (u^; ^; v^; ^)6J (u; ; v^; ^) for
any (u; ) 2 UT0 and (v; ) 2VT0.
For (t; x; p; u; v) 2 [0; T ]CRmUV we dene the Hamiltonian associated with
this mixed stochastic game problem by H (t; x; p; u; v)=p−1(t; x)’(t; x; u; v)+c(t; x; u; v)
and we suppose the following assumption, which is called the Isaacs’s condition
(Elliott, 1974; Bensoussan and Lions, 1978; Davis and Elliott, 1981; Hamadene and
Lepeltier, 1995a,b), holds:
(H3): inf u2U supv2VH (t; X; p; u; v) = supv2V inf u2U H (t; X; p; u; v):
Under (H3), through the Benes’ theorem (Benes, 1970), there exists a couple of P⊗
B(Rm)-measurable functions u(t; X; p) and v(t; X; p) with values respectively in U
and V such that P-a.s., for any (t; p) 2 [0; T ] Rm; u 2 U and v 2 V ,
H (t; X; p; u(t; X; p); v(t; X; p)) = inf u2U supv2VH (t; X; p; u; v)
= supv2V inf u2U H (t; X; p; u; v) (5)
and
H (t; X; p; u(t; X; p); v)6H (t; X; p; u(t; X; p); v(t; X; p))
6H (t; X; p; u; v(t; X; p)): (6)
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On the other hand, since ’ and −1 are bounded the function p 7! H (t; X; p; u; v)
is uniformly Lipschitz with respect to p and it is easily deduced from (5) that the
function to which p associates H (t; X; p; u(t; X; p); v(t; X; p)) is so.
We are now ready to give the main result of this paper.
Theorem 4. Assume (H1); (H2) and (H3) and let (Y ; Z; K;+; K;−) be the solution
of the double barrier reected BSDE associated with (H (t; X; z; u(t; X; z); v(t; X; z));
; S; U ); u := (u(t; X; Zt ))t6T ; v
 := (v(t; X; Zt ))t6T ; ^ := infft 2 [0; T ]; Y t 6Stg^T
and nally ^ := infft 2 [0; T ]; Y t >Utg^T then Y 0 =J (u; ^; v; ^) and (u; ^; v; ^) is
a saddle-point strategy for the mixed stochastic game problem.
Proof. Let (Y ; Z; K;+; K;−) be the unique solution of the double barrier reected
BSDE associated with (H (t; X; z; u(t; X; z)); v(t; X; z)); ; S; U ), which exists according
to Theorem 3, then for any t6T we have,
Y t = +
Z T
t
H (s; X; Zs ; u
(s; X; Zs ); v
(s; X; Zs )) ds
+K;+T − K;+t − (K;−T − K;−t )−
Z T
t
Zs dBs:
Since Y 0 is F0-measurable, it is a deterministic constant and then
Y 0 = E
(u ; v)[Y 0 ]
= E(u
 ; v)

+
Z T
0
H (s; X; Zs ; u
(s; X; Zs ); v
(s; X; Zs )) ds
+K;+T − K;−T −
Z T
0
Zs dBs

= E(u
 ; v)
"Z ^^^
0
H (s; X; Zs ; u
(s; X; Zs ); v
(s; X; Zs )) ds
+K;+^^^ − K;−^^^ −
Z ^^^
0
Zs dBs + Y

^^^
#
= E(u
 ; v)
"Z ^^^
0
c(s; X; u(s; X; Zs ); v
(s; X; Zs )) ds
+K;+^^^ − K;−^^^ −
Z ^^^
0
Zs dB
(u ; v)
s + Y

^^^
#
:
The processes K;+ and K;− are increasing only when Y t =St and Y

t =Ut respectively.
Hence they do not increase between 0 and ^ ^ ^ and then K;+^^^ = K;−^^^ = 0. On the
other hand, using the Burkholder{Davis{Gundy’s inequality we have
E(u
 ; v)

sup
t6T

Z t
0
Zs dB
(u ; v)
s


6CE(u
 ; v)
2
4
sZ T
0
jZsj2ds
3
5
6C
vuutE
"
dP(u ; v)
dP
2#s
E
Z T
0
jZs j2ds

:
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But as E[(dP(u
 ; v)=dP)2]<1 since ’ is bounded, E(u ; v)[supt6T j
R t
0 Z

s dB
(u ;v)
s j]
<1 which yields that (R t0 Zs dB(u ; v)s )t6T is a P(u ; v)-martingale and then
Y 0 = E
(u ; v)
"Z ^^^
0
c(s; X; u(s; X; Zs )) ds+ Y

^^^
#
and as Y ^^^=1[^^^=T ] +S^1[^6^; ^<T ] +U^1[^<^]; P
(u ; v)-a.s. then Y 0 =J (u
; ^; v; ^).
Now let us consider u an element of U and  a stopping time; since P and P(u; v
)
are equivalent probabilities on (
;F)
Y 0 = E
(u; v)[Y 0 ]
= E(u; v
)

+
Z T
0
H (s; X; Zs ; u
(s; X; Zs ); v
(s; X; Zs )) ds
+K;+T − K;−T −
Z T
0
Zs dBs

= E(u; v
)
"Z ^^
0
H (s; X; Zs ; u
(s; X; Zs ); v
(s; X; Zs )) ds
+K;+^^ − K;−^^ −
Z ^^
0
Zs dBs + Y

^^
#
= E(u; v
)
"Z ^^
0
c(s; X; us) ds+ K
;+
^^ − K;−^^ −
Z ^^
0
Zs dB
(u; v)
s + Y

^^
+
Z ^^
0
(H (s; X; Zs ; u
(s; X; Zs ); v
(s; X; Zs ))−H (s; X; Zs ; us; v(s; X; Zs ))ds
#
:
But P(u; v
)-a.s, K;+^^=0 and through (6) we have, H (s; X; Z

s ; u
(s; X; Zs ); v
(s; X; Zs ))−
H (s; X; Zs ; us; v
(s; X; Zs ))60 for any s 2 [0; T ]. On the other hand
Y ^^ = Y

^ 1[^6; <T ] + Y

 1[<^] + 1[^^=T ]
6 S^1[^6;<T ] + U1[<^] + 1[^^=T ]
and as above, (
R t
0 Z

s dB
(u; v)
s )t6T is a P(u; v
)-martingale. It follows that
J (u; ^; v; ^) = Y 0 6 E
(u; v)
"Z ^^
0
c(s; X; us; v(s; X; Zs )) ds
+S^1[^6;<T ] + U1[<^ ] + 1[^^=T ]
#
6 J (u; ; v; ^):
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In the same way we can show that, for any (v; ) 2VT0 we have
J (u; ^; v; ^) = Y 0 > E
(u; v)
"Z ^^
0
c(s; X; u(s; X; Zs ); vs)) ds
+S1[6^;^<T ] + U^1[^<] + 1[^^=T ]
#
> J (u; ^; v; ):
Hence the strategy (u; ^; v; ^) is a saddle-point for the mixed stochastic game problem.
Remark 5 (Mixed stochastic control and one barrier reected BSDEs). Suppose now that
’ and c are functions independent of v and let us set H (t; x; p; u)=p−1(t; x)’(t; x; u)+
c(t; x; u). According to Benes’ theorem there exists a P ⊗ B(U )-measurable function
u(t; X; p) with values in U such that H (t; X; p; u(t; X; p)) = supu2UH (t; X; p; u).
Now for u 2 U and  2T0 one associates a reward, for a controller of the dynamic
X via Pu, whose expression is
J (u; ) = Eu
Z 
0
c(s; X; us) ds+ S1[<T ] + 1[=T ]

:
On the other hand, let (Y; Z; K) be the solution of the one barrier reected BSDE
associated with (H (t; X; z; u(t; X; z)); ; S) i.e.
Yt = +
Z T
t
H (s; X; Zs; u(s; X; Zs)) ds+ KT − Kt −
Z T
t
Zs dBs; t6T
where Y is continuous and E[supt6TY
2
t ]<1; Yt>St ; Z 2 H 2(Rm) and K an increas-
ing process such that E[K2T ]<1 and
R T
0 (Yt − St) dKt = 0. Here let us point out that,
as in (El-Karoui et al., 1997), using Lemma 1 and the contraction method, the proof
of the existence of (Y; Z; K) can be easily done.
We can show that, if u = (u(t; X; Zt))t6T and  = infft>0; Yt6Stg ^ T , then
Y0 = J (u; )>J (u; ); 8u 2 U and  2 T0 and hence (u; ) is an optimal strategy
for the controller. This problem has been already studied by El-Karoui (1979) using
martingale methods. In that way also we obtain the same result.
4. For further reading
Elliott, 1976
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